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Alejandro, the brother of El Sol, keeps the memory of the Italian through social networks From the revelations made by Luis Miguel, the series, it is clear that the disappearance of the mother of the Mexican singer marked a turning point in his life. However, he always kept some reservations when it came to the uncertain fate of Marcela Basteri: not to mention the possibility that
his mother was dead - let alone killed by his own father - the idol preferred to leave open the possibility of seeing her again someday. Anyone who doesn't seem to feel the same way, Alexandre, brother of the Sun. In fact, the 46-year-old businessman decided some time ago to take off his paternal surname - Gallego - and adopt a mother's, in a gesture that seems to say a lot
about the feelings caused by the figure of the late Louisito Rey. The Netflix series also makes it clear that he was the main promoter of the search for the whereabouts of Basteri, who has been missing since mid-1986. While Luis Miguel seemed willing to continue to believe in his father's explanation, Alex unbelieved that the cute Italian woman who raised them might just leave
them for the night. On his Instagram account, Alejandro constantly pays tribute to his mother. Whether it's welcoming her to a birthday or a mother's day or just sharing with her followers some pictures of her treasures, the entrepreneur isn't afraid to make known the deep love and current that he feels for Bastery. Similarly, he is always very close to his older brother, but not so
with a minor, Sergio, with whom he seems to have no relationship. Alejandro and Luis Miguel with their mother. My mother, the most beautiful in the world, - wrote the entrepreneur next to a photo of Basteri in his youth. For Alex Marcela is the most important woman in his life. First and only: the middle brother Luis Miguel always remembers his mother, who disappeared in Spain,
in 1986. Alex also celebrates through social media every birthday of Marcela. Never in your life will you find more tenderness and dedication than our mother. Happy afternoon! He wrote. Marcela Basteri was the mother of three children: Luis Miguel, Alejandro and Sergio; He was born in Carrara, Italy, and lived for several years in Mar del Plata, where he met Ishita with Luisito
Rey. With sadness and nostalgia, Alexander wrote: It is true that no one knows what he has until he loses it. I miss you. I think part of my love of life I owe to my mother. Happy afternoon! I always come to you- this is another of his dedications to Marcella. Alexander, the brother of the idol, keeps the memory of the Italian through Social credit: Instagram based on the revelations of
Luis Miguel, series, it is clear that the disappearance of the Mother of the Mexican singer marked a turning point in his life. However, he always kept some reservations when it came to the uncertain fate of Marcela Basteri: not to mention the possibility that his mother was dead - let alone killed by his own father - the idol preferred to leave open the possibility of seeing her again
someday. The one who doesn't seem to feel the same way is Alexander, the middle brother. In fact, the 46-year-old businessman decided some time ago to take off his paternal surname - Gallego - and adopt a mother's, in a gesture that seems to say a lot about the feelings caused by the figure of the late Louisito Rey. The Netflix series also makes it clear that he was the main
promoter of the search for the whereabouts of Basteri, who has been missing since mid-1986. While Luis Miguel seemed willing to continue to believe in his father's explanation, Alex unbelieved that the cute Italian woman who raised them might just leave them for the night. On his Instagram account, Alejandro constantly pays tribute to his mother. Whether it's welcoming her to a
birthday or a mother's day or just sharing with her followers some pictures of her treasures, the entrepreneur isn't afraid to make known the deep love and current that he feels for Bastery. Similarly, he is always very close to his older brother, but not so with a minor, Sergio, with whom he seems to have no relationship. Alejandro and Luis Miguel with his mother Credit: Instagram
My mom, the most beautiful in the world, wrote the entrepreneur next to a photo of Basteri in his youth Credit: Instagram For Alex, Marcela is the most important woman in her life Credit: Instagram First and only: the average brother Of Luis Miguel always remembers his mother who disappeared in Spain, in 1986 Credit: Instagram Alex also celebrates through social networks
every birthday : Instagram Never in life you will find more tender and selfless than our mother. Happy Day! Marcela Basteri, mother of three: Luis Miguel, Alejandro and Sergio, wrote on Instagram. Born in Carrara, Italy, and lived for several years in Mar del Plata, where he met Nesso with Luisito Rey Credit: Instagram with sadness and nostalgia, Alejandro wrote: It is true that no
one knows what he is until he loses it. I miss you Credit: Instagram I think part of my love for life I owe to my mother. Happy afternoon! I always keep you in mind, is another of her dedications to Marcela Credit: Instagram Even when she decided not to take Alex also shared the images with his father as a child. The only pure, uncathed pleasures of sadness that have been given
to man on Earth are the pleasures of family, he noted next to the image Credit: Instagram Alex with Luis Miguel, long before he began his rise to hunger Credit: Instagram A few years ago, with the man I admire most, he posted Credit: Instagram Another photo of Alex with Luis Miguel, during your childhood Credit : Instagram According to the criteria for more information also do
you like this note? Alejandro, the brother of the idol, keeps the memory of the Italian through social networks Credit: Instagram From the revelations made by Luis Miguel, the series, it is clear that the disappearance of the mother of the Mexican singer marked a turning point in his life. However, he always kept some reservations when it came to the uncertain fate of Marcela
Basteri: not to mention the possibility that his mother was dead - let alone killed by his own father - the idol preferred to leave open the possibility of seeing her again someday. The one who doesn't seem to feel the same way is Alexander, the middle brother. In fact, the 46-year-old businessman decided some time ago to take off his paternal surname - Gallego - and adopt a
mother's, in a gesture that seems to say a lot about the feelings caused by the figure of the late Louisito Rey. The Netflix series also makes it clear that he was the main promoter of the search for the whereabouts of Basteri, who has been missing since mid-1986. While Luis Miguel seemed willing to continue to believe in his father's explanation, Alex unbelieved that the cute
Italian woman who raised them might just leave them for the night. On his Instagram account, Alejandro constantly pays tribute to his mother. Whether it's welcoming her to a birthday or a mother's day or just sharing with her followers some pictures of her treasures, the entrepreneur isn't afraid to make known the deep love and current that he feels for Bastery. Similarly, he is
always very close to his older brother, but not so with a minor, Sergio, with whom he seems to have no relationship. Alejandro and Luis Miguel with his mother Credit: Instagram My mother, the most beautiful in the world, wrote the entrepreneur next to a photo of Basteri in his youth Credit: Instagram For Alex, Marcela is the most important woman in his life Credit: Instagram First
and only: the average brother of Luis Miguel always remembers his mother, who disappeared in Spain, in 1986 Credit: Instagram Alex also celebrates through social networks every birthday : Never in your life will you find more tenderness and dedication than our mother. Happy Day! Marcela Basteri, mother of three: Luis Miguel, Alejandro and Sergio, wrote on Instagram. Born in
Carrara, Italy, and lived for several years in Mar del Plata, where he met Nesso with Luisito Rey Credit: Instagram with sadness and nostalgia, Alejandro wrote: It is true that no one knows what he is until he loses it. I miss you Credit: Instagram I think part of my love for life I owe to my mother. Happy afternoon! I keep you always in mind, is another of his dedication to Marcela
Credit: Instagram Even when he decided not to wear his father's last name anymore, Alex also shared the images with his father as a child. The only pure, uncathed pleasures of sadness that have been given to man on Earth are the pleasures of family, he noted next to the image Credit: Instagram Alex with Luis Miguel, long before he began his rise of hunger Credit: Instagram A
few years ago, with the man I admire most, he posted Credit: Instagram Another photo of Alex with Luis Miguel, as a child Credit: Instagram News Source my heart will go on mp3 download 320kbps musicpleer. my heart will go on mp3 song download musicpleer
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